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Research
What are soccer balls made of?

❏ Outer cover is synthetic leather coated with polyurethane. 
❏ Air in bladder/center of ball made of latex or butyl. 
❏ Inner lining is between bladder and outer cover. Lining makes the ball bouncy and is made of 4 

layers of polyester and cotton. 
❏ The stitches hold the ball together. It’s made of polyester or kevlar. 
❏ Valve is how you pump air into the bladder. The valve is made of rubber. (2013)

Why do we need so many sizes? 

❏ One of the more obvious for soccer ball sizing standards is the safety of younger players. Kids are 
smaller, so the ball should be smaller. For example if a 4 year old is hit by a size 5 ball, it would hurt 
a lot more than if it was a size 3 ball.

❏ Size is also important for learning how to control the ball. Little kids have small feet. If the ball is too 
big, they will have trouble moving it. A size 5 soccer ball will be heavier than a size 4, or 3, which 
could actually cause injuries if a child tries kicking a ball that is too large for their age. (2021)

How to kick a soccer ball?

❏ Lock your ankle on the kicking foot. Shoot the ball using the top of your laces.
❏ Position your planted foot next to the ball.
❏ Follow through on your kick. Understand how the lean affects the kick. (Bobby, 2022)



Research
Soccerball Chart (2021)

How to kick a soccerball?

1. 33Lock your ankle on the kicking foot.
2. Shoot the ball using the o of your laces.
3. Position your planted foot next to the ball.
4. Follow through on your kick.
5. Understand how the lean affects the kick.

How to kick a soccerball



Hypothesis

My hypothesis is that the sized 2 soccer ball will go the farthest because it is the 
smallest.



Materials

1. 4 orange cones
2. Size soccer balls 2, 3, 4, and 5
3. 40 or 35 foot measuring tape
4. Big soccer field
5. Soccer player/person (me)
6. Sneakers for soccer player to wear



Procedure

1. Go to a big soccer field.
2. Get your cones and measuring tape.
3. Measure the cones with the measuring tape. Place the cones on the field in a straight line and 

measure 25 feet between each cone.
4. Kick the ball by the first cone.
5. Measure with measuring tape how far it went..



Results & Data: What Did I See?

Soccer balls Used in Experiment



Results & Data: What Did I See?

Kicking Distance in Feet for Different Ball Sizes



Trials & Distances Recorded



Conclusion

My hypothesis was wrong. The ball that is sized 4 went the farthest because I’m 
used to it from soccer practice. I lost on the size two because I’m not used to it. 
Size 5 was second because I’m more used to it. Size 3 was third place because 
I’m not used to it but more used to it than size 2.

I could test my conclusion by having soccer players that train a lot with ball 2, ball 
3, ball 4, and ball 5, kick each of the 4 soccer balls, and see if they kick the ball 
they use the most the farthest. 
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